PRESSFOLDER
BIOGRAPHY SHORT
7 Dials Mystery is a punk rock band rocking the venues of Salzburg, Austria, and beyond. These
four lads set out to create a punchy, energetic and melodic sound that echoes the work of
artists such as All Time Low and No Use For A Name.
The group transcends the punk formula and adds some beautiful influences to their sound, with
great delay and reverb effects in the vein of Angels and Airwaves, U2 or The Cure, just to
mention a few.
The band recently hit the recording studio to work on their new album, “Bubbles and Guns”, set
to be released on 7th June 2017.
The album is a culmination of several years of playing together, refining their chemistry and
develop their sound in a truly special way.
Find out more and don’t miss updates on the new album!

PRESS TEXT SHORT
Fresh out of Salzburg, Austria, 7 Dials Mystery have been perfecting their own blend of pop,
punk and alternative rocks, merging great energy with stunning melodies and beautiful effects,
for a really unique sound. Recently, the band, consisting of Chris Erlabama (Vocals, guitar), Al
Basso (Bass, vocals) as well as Alex Mosshammer (guitar, vocals) and Gery Cooper (Drums)
recently completed recording sessions for their latest studio effort, “Bubbles and Guns”. The
record will be released on 7th June 2017.
On this album, the band set out to join their passion for great punk music and catchy
songwriting, as well as taking full advantage of the experience they gained with years of playing

together as a cohesive unit!
Find out more and don’t miss updates on the new album!

PRESS TEXT LONG
7 DIALS MYSTERY - >>SPECIAL CLASS PUNK ROCK!<<
Who connects Austria solely with the Alps, lederhosen and alpine folk music will be
extraordinarily surprised, when he hears that the descendants of Mozart also know how to
delight people by solid, modern Punk Rock! There are four ambitious, Austrian musicians with
the sounding name 7 DIALS MYSTERY who are rocking stages all over the world since 2010 with
a breath taking, modern and nevertheless authentic way of Punk Rock.
Their mixture between sophisticated riffs and catchy melodies shows that even after more than
30 years Punk is still able to move masses! The four guys proved this fact in numerous concerts
within the last years. Among this amount you will find concerts at the legendary Donauinselfest
in Vienna as well as concerts at the Zipfair Festival together with the famous Dog Eat Dog (US)
and the well-known Killerpilzen (DE). Furthermore 7 DIALS MYSTERY played various concerts as
support for international Punk legends like Mad Caddies (US), The Bouncing Souls (US), The
Menzingers (US), Ignite (US), Joey Ramone (US) or Silverstein (US).
Although 7 DIALS MYSTERY initially has been founded as a three man band and also released its
first EP “Dog Against The System” as a threesome, Chris, Gery and Alex fast realized that for
their completion, they would need a fourth band member, which already has been found after a
short time in the talented guitarist and singer Mike.
The enormous successful, in autumn 2013 released second EP with the emotional name
“Broken Bones, Hearts and Souls” as well as the corresponding first music video for the song
“Reason To Forgive” display one more time that 7 DIALS MYSTERY not only knows how to make
professional Punk Rock, they can moreover easily keep up with international successful bands!
After Mike quit the band Al Basso, a sophisticated bass player, joined the group in 2015. After
two years of work they released their first studio album called “Bubbles And Guns” on 7th June
2017. Shortly before the album release two music videos have been published to the songs
“Stockodrom” and “Benefits & Networks”. The album as well as the their whole music is about
politics, modern life, friendship, lifestyle and sociocritical.
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